Motivation Letter
National President of Board of Auditors

Dear Members of ESN Turkey,
With this letter I would like to submit my candidacy for the National President of
Board of Auditors with a great motivation and a pleasure. I hope this motivation letter
and my works in ESN Turkey throughout the years will convince you that I am suitable
for the position.
First of all, I would like to briefly talk about myself and my ESN background. I’m Yaşar
Berke Peker. I am currently studying English Language Teaching at Anadolu University.
My participation in ESN took place in 2017. I started my ESN journey as an Active
Member of ESN Anadolu and then I assumed the positions of Secretary, SocialErasmus
Project Coordinator, ExchangeAbility Project Coordinator and Vice President in ESN
Anadolu. Currently I am the President and Local Representative of ESN Anadolu.
Furthermore, since 2017 I took part in EvE Team, ISC, SPC, WebTeam, SoS Team,
Re-SoS Team and I have tried to actively work within these committees and teams as
much as I can.
Also apart from my local level career, I have been elected as the National Delegate of
ESN Turkey in NP Samsun’19 and I served as the ‘’Last’’ National Delegate of ESN
Turkey in 2019. Moreover, during my 4 years in ESN Turkey I have attended almost all
of the National Platforms, online meetings, events both as a participant and as an OC
member and I also attended AGM Thessaloniki, Online AGM 2020 as section
representative and CND Lisboa ’19 as National Delegate of ESN Turkey which I later
produced a 29-page report about it. In addition, I took part in the Coordinating Team of
National Assembly Arel ‘20 and after the National Assembly I wrote and published a
144-page report about the meeting. To sum it up I have attended 8 NA/NP, 3 ESN 101,
1 ESN 201, 2 AGM, 1 CND, 1 SEEP 
(You can take a look at my CV for more)in total.
Since the day I joined ESN, I have worked hard to gain sufficient knowledge, experience
and skills in every stage, field and everything I have involved in within ESN. As you can
see in my CV and ML, I have made an effort to advance step by step to gain my
experiences and knowledge that I have gained in ESN. I have worked carefully to carry
out the tasks and responsibilities that I have assumed in my ESN career in the best way
possible. Also when I assumed a position or a responsibility I have always tried to take a
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step further, compared to the past and the previous person in that position, so we could
take a step forward as ESN Turkey altogether.
Again, the task and responsibilities I have undertaken in my ESN career gained me skills
and abilities such as carrying out multiple works and tasks at the same time, time
management, leadership, networking etc. and also helped me to be a solution-oriented
person. I think that the best available position where I can transfer my knowledge and
experience in the best way possible to serve and contribute to ESN Turkey is the
position of National President of Board of Auditors at the moment. At the same time, I
would like to point out that we have already worked in same fields/ teams and that we
are able to work in harmony with each other with the current ESN Turkey Procedural
Auditor and hopefully we will fully complete the team with the election of a Finance
Auditor in the upcoming open calls. I also took part in the SoS Team in order to
contribute to the ESN Turkey SoS but I was not able to carry out the work I wanted
within the team since the team did not have the sufficient activeness. If I am chosen for
this position, I would like to say that I will systematically, objectively and transparently
fullfill the requirements of my position for the functioning of ESN Turkey in accordance
with its SoS, and that I will actively use the SoS Team with its members to provide the
necessary contribution to ESN Turkey and also I would like to point out that I want to
help sections to write their own SoS and carry out studies on Code of Conduct, Event
Policy Paper and prepare/update guides for ESN Turkey with Procedural Auditor,
Financial Auditor and SoS Team.
Finally, I would like to point out that I have always been careful to work with great
dedication and motivation within ESN Turkey and I would like to say that I will continue
my work in a way that is selfless, highly motivated and in the best way possible. I
strongly believe that I have what it takes to do it, I am sure that I will do my best and
fulfill the requirements of the position. I hope to have gained your trust throughout
the years and to have proved with this motivation letter to be a good candidate for
the position of National President of Board of Auditors.

Yours truly,
Yaşar Berke PEKER
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